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FOREWORD 

The Candidates' Items Response Analysis (CIRA) for 2019 Diploma in Secondary 

Education Examination (DSEE) for Communication Skills has been written to 

provide a feedback to student teachers, tutors, parents, guardians, policy makers 

and the general public, on the candidates' performance and challenges they 

encountered in attempting the examination questions. 

The Communication Skills Examination is among the examinations that mark the 

end of two years of the diploma course in education. It is a summative evaluation 

that reveals the effectiveness of the teaching and learning process achieved by the 

end of the course. I believe that, the candidates' responses to this examination are 

strong indicators of what the student teachers in their two years of studies have 

achieved.  

The report is intended to contribute towards understanding the determinants of the 

candidates' performance in the Communication Skills subject. The report analyses 

factors that are likely to have made some candidates fail to score high marks in 

different questions of the examination. The factors include failure to understand 

the needs of the question, lack of knowledge of concepts related to the subject and 

inability to follow the examination instructions. We also analyse possible factors 

that make students scored high marks. In this category, reasons for achievement 

includes having knowledge of the topic, having good writing skills and having 

understood the demands of the questions. 

The feedback is expected to enable education administrators, college managers, 

tutors, student teachers and other stakeholders to think of proper measures to be 

taken to improve the candidates' performance in future examinations administered 

by the Council. 

Finally, the Council would like to thank all those who participated in processing 

and analysing the data used in this report. 

 

 

Dr. Charles E. Msonde 

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the performance of candidates who sat for Diploma in 

Secondary Education Examination in May 2019 for the Communication Skills 

subject. A total of 7,272 candidates sat for the examination. Out of that number, 

4,079 candidates had studied using the University of Dodoma (UDOM) 

curriculum and 3,193 had used the Tanzania Institute of Education (TIE) 

curriculum. Under UDOM curriculum, the examination tested the candidates’ 

competences in communication theory, oral presentation, listening, reading, 

writing and language structure (grammar). Based on the TIE curriculum, the 

examination tested the candidates' competence in communication, reference 

skills, reading, writing, oral presentation and language structure (grammar). The 

general performance of the candidates was good as Table 1 shows.  
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(DSEE) 
7,272 

No. 7,266 1,423 2,091 3,262 486 3 

% 99.96 19.54 28.63 44.66 6.65 0.04 

UDOM 

CURRIC

ULUM 4,079 
No. 4,076 10 560 3,028 478 2 

(DSEE) % 99.93 0.25 13.73 74.23 11.72 0.05 

TIE 

CURRIC

ULUM 3,193 
No. 3,190 1,417 1,531 234 8 1 

(DSEE) % 99.91 44.42 47.95 7.33 0.25 0.03 
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Table 1 shows that 99.91/% of the candidates under TIE curriculum passed the 

examination and 99.93% of the candidates under the UDOM curriculum passed.  

Since the DSEE using UDOM curriculum was short lived, in this report, detailed 

analysis is done on the performance of candidates who sat for examination using 

TIE curriculum. This is because reports like this are meant to provide 

recommendations for future examinations. 

In the TIE curriculum, the Communication Skills examination paper consisted of 

two sections A and B; and had sixteen (16) questions. Section A comprised ten 

(10) compulsory questions; carrying forty (40) marks in total. Section B 

consisted of six (6) questions, each carrying fifteen (15) marks; but the 

candidates were required to answer only four (4) questions; making a total of 

sixty (60) marks for the section. The duration of the examination for the paper 

was three (3) hours. 

The analysis of the candidates’ performance in this report is organized in such a 

way that each individual item indicates the percentage of candidates who 

attempted it and the percentage of scores; The extracts of the candidates' 

responses are provided to show how they responded to the demands of each 

question. 

The performance for each question is classified as good, average or weak. The 

performance is rated Good if at least two thirds (2/3) of the candidates got it 

right; weak if one third (1/3) or less of the candidates got it right and average if 

the percentage of the candidates who got it right ranged from one third (1/3) to 

two thirds (2/3). Finally, the report provides the performance of candidates for 

each topic, conclusion and recommendations. 

The following sections contain analysis of the candidates' responses and extracts 

from the candidates' examination scripts. 
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2.0 ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES' PERFORMANCE IN EACH 

QUESTION 

2.1 SECTION A: OBJECTIVE TYPE OF QUESTIONS  

This section consisted of ten (10) questions from various topics in the 

Communication Skills Syllabus for Diploma. Each question weighed four (4) 

marks and thus making a total of forty (40) marks for the whole section. 

2.1.1 Question 1: Writing Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to write down one use for each of 

the following punctuation marks (a) Exclamation mark (b) Quotation mark (c) 

Comma and (d) Semi - colon. The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates 

(100%), of which, 1,692 candidates (52.2%) scored 0 to 1.5 marks; which 

indicates poor performance. Additionally, the analysis shows that, 1,183 

candidates (36.5%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; indicating an average 

performance and only 367 candidates (11.3%) scored from 3 to 4 marks 

indicating good performance. Generally, the performance of the candidates in the 

question was average since 1,540 candidates (47.8%) scored from 2 to 4 marks. 

Figure 1 shows the performance of the candidates in this question.  

 
Figure 1: The Candidates' Performance in Question 1 
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The analysis of the candidates' performance indicates that 367 (11.3%) who 

scored from 3 to 4 were able to write down one use for each of the following 

punctuation marks: exclamation mark, quotation mark, comma and semi - colon 

quite well. The use of each of the punctuation marks mentioned above is as 

follows:  

Exclamation mark: Used to express a strong feeling of the communicator (anger, 

fear, happiness, anxiety, shock etc.)  

Quotation mark: Used to indicate the direct speech, that is, someone’s actual 

words. 

Comma: Used to separate words or phrases in a list. 

Semi - colon: Used to balance two equally important, related or unrelated ideas.  

Extract 1.1 is a sample of a good response from a candidate who wrote down 

each use of the given punctuation marks correctly. 
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Extract 1.1: A sample of candidate's good response in question 1. 

 

By contrast, 1,692 candidates (52.2%) who scored from 0 to 1.5 marks had weak 

performance in the question. The candidates in this category failed to write down 

at least one use of each of the given punctuation marks that. Some of them 

misinterpreted the question and hence wrote the meaningless points. Some 

candidates gave irrelevant answers for example; one of the candidates gave a 

wrong response to the semi colon as used to introduce the list of the objective. 

Another candidate cited that comma is used to show a date 6, 5, and 2019. 

Extract 1.2 illustrates. 
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Extract 1.2 is a sample a wrong response.  

 

2.1.2 Question 2: Reading Skills 

The question required the candidates to write down four points on the importance 

of skimming a text.  

The question was attempted by 3,241 candidates (100%): out of them, 1,008 

candidates (31.1%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks; indicating a weak performance in 

the question: Furthermore, 1,274 candidates (39.3%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; 

indicating an average performance and 960 candidates (29.6 %) scored from 3 to 

4 marks indicating a good performance. The general performance for the 

question was good since 2,334 candidates (68.9%) scored from 2 to 4 marks). 

Figure 2 illustrates the performance of the candidates for the question. 
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Figure 2: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 2. 

The analysis of the candidates' performance shows that the candidates who failed 

to write down four points on the importance of skimming misunderstood the 

question. As a result, they wrote elements of communication process instead of 

the elements of non-verbal communication.  

One candidate wrote: skimming a text helps to ‘reduction of cost”. Another 

candidate wrote “skimming it supports to supply to others”. Their answers 

suggest that they exactly did not know the four points about the importance of 

skimming a text. Extract 2.1 exemplify a response. 
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 Extract 2.1: A sample of wrong response.  

 

Moreover, 960 candidates (29.6%) scored from 3 to 4 marks. These ones 

managed to write down four points on the importance of skimming a text 

correctly. The candidates in this category successfully recalled the importance of 

skimming a text as (1) It enable a reader to main points or general idea of a text 

(2) It is an activity which helps one to decide whether to buy ,read, or select a 

reading material (3) It saves time and energy of reading the whole text which one 

might have considered as possessing the required information (4) It enables one 

to know whether the text he/she choose is useful for his /her purpose or not.  

2.1.3 Question 3: Writing Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to give briefly explanation on four 

objectives of report writing. The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates 

(100 %). Out of them, 926 (28.6%) scored from 3 to 4 marks; indicating good 

performance; 1,251candidates (38.5%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; indicating an 

average performance; on the other hand, 1,065 candidates (32.9%) scored from 0 

to 1.5 marks; indicating a weak performance. The general performance in the 

question was average (considering the fact that 2,176 candidates (67.1%) scored 

from 2 to 4 marks). Figure 3 illustrates the performance of the candidates in the 

question. 
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Figure 3: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 3 

The analysis of the candidates' responses shows that, those who answered the 

question correctly explained the four objectives of report writing. A sample of 

good performance of a candidate is shown in Extract 3.1. 
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Extract 3.1: A sample of candidate's good response in question 3. 
 

.  

By contrast, 1,065 candidates (32.9%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks. These failed to 

explain briefly four objectives of report writing. Some poor responses on this 

question were as one candidate who cited the importance of report to include responses 

such as shaping altitude, stimulating want or desire. From these responses it can be 

concluded that the main cause of failing to explain the objectives of report writing was 

inability of the candidates of applying knowledge that they have to meet demand of the 

question. Extract 3.2 illustrates this response. 

Extract 3.2: A sample of wrong response. 
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2.1.4 Question 4: Writing Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to give four differences between 

business and friendly letters.  

The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%) out of that number, 

1,343 candidates (41.4%) scored from 3 to 4 marks. Moreover, 1,208 candidates 

(37.3%) scored from 2-2.5 marks, and 691 candidates (21.3%) scored from 0 to 

1.5 marks. The general performance for the question was average (since 2,551 

candidates (78.7%) scored from 2 to 4 marks. Figure 4 illustrates.  

 
Figure 4: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 4 

The analysis indicates that, the candidates who answered the question correctly 

understood the requirement of the question. Extract 4.1 provides a sample of a 

response from a candidate in this category. 
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 Ext

ract 4.1: A sample of candidate's good response in question 4. 
 

 

Furthermore, 691 candidates (21.3%) who scored from 0 to 1.5 marks failed to 

give out the differences between business and friendly letter correctly. The 

candidates in this category lacked adequate knowledge of the respective topic. 

For example, one candidate provided an incorrect answer when differentiating 

between business and friendly letter as “business letter deal with process of 

buying and selling goods while friendly letter does not involve buying and selling 

goods”. Extract 4.2 provides a sample of an incorrect response. 
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Extract 4.2: A sample of wrong response. 

 

2.1.5 Question 5: Reading Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to list down four reference 

materials a student should review before the examination. These included lesson 

notes, handouts, relevant past examination papers and experiments. 

The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%). Among them, 194 

candidates (6.0%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks; indicating weak performance. 

Moreover, 252 candidates (7.8%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; indicating an 
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average performance. In addition, 2,796 candidates (86.2%) scored from 3 to 4 

marks; indicating very good performance. The overall performance for this 

question was very good (considering that 2,796 candidates (86.2.0%) scored 

from, 3 to 4 marks. Figure 5 illustrates.  

 

Figure 5: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 5 

The analysis indicates that, those who had poor performance for this question 

were unable to identify materials that are used for reference before examinations. 

One candidate gave the following response “current issues as they occur or 

appear before examination that seems important such as general election”. 

Another wrong response, for example, involved writing a list of reference books 

instead of reference materials that a student can review before the examination. 

Extract 5.1 is a sample of a wrong response. 
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Extract 5.1: A sample of a wrong response.  

Furthermore, 2,796 candidates (86.2%) who scored from 3 to 4 marks 

demonstrated a good list of reference materials that a student can review before 

the examination. 

2.1.6 Question 6: Communication Theory 

In this question, the candidates were required to explain briefly four causes of 

communication barriers. 

The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%), among them 2,938, 

(90.6%) scored from 3 to 4 marks; indicating very good performance for this 

question. In addition, 191 candidates (5.9%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; 

indicating average performance, moreover 113 candidates (3.5%) scored from 0 

to 1.5 marks; indicating weak performance. The general performance for the 

question was very good (since 3,129 candidates (96.5%) scored from 2 to 4 

marks). The figure below illustrates the performance of the candidates in the 

question. 
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Figure 6: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 6 

The analysis indicates that, the candidates who performed well were able to 

explain four causes of communication barriers. Extract 6.1 is a sample of a 

correct response. 
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Extract 6.1 A sample of candidate's good response in question 6. 

 

:.  

In addition, 113 candidates (3.5%) who scored from 0 to 1.5 marks failed to 

explain causes of communication barriers. This has been caused by the lack of 

sufficient knowledge of communication and hence they were unable to interpret 

the question. One candidate cited an example of long target as a cause of 

communication barrier. Extract 6.2 illustrates. 

 
 Extract 6.2: A sample of wrong response. 
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2.1.7 Question 7: Reading Skills  

In this question, the candidates were required to outline four advantages of 

extensive reading. 

The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%), of which, 2,957 

candidates (91,2%) scored from 3 to 4 marks; indicating a good performance, 

217 candidates (6.7%) scored from 2 to 2.5; indicating an average performance. 

Moreover, 68 candidates (2.1%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks indicating weak 

performance. The overall performance in the question was very good 

(considering that most of the candidates (91.2%) scored from 3 to 4 marks. 

Figure 7 shows the performance of the candidates in the question. 

 

Figure 7: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 7 

The analysis shows that, some of the candidates outlined four advantages of 

extensive reading. The correct answers were; it increases knowledge of 

vocabulary, it helps to improve writing skills, enhancing learners’ language 

competence and motivating leaners to read and facilitates development of 

prediction skills. Extract 7.1 is a sample of a correct response. 
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Extract 7.1:. A sample of candidate's good response in question 7. 

 
  

 

Conversely, 68 candidates (2.1%) who scored from 0 to 1.5 marks failed to 

outline advantages of extensive reading. It appears that those candidates did not 

understand the requirement of the question. Extract 7.2 provides a sample of a 

response. 

 
Extract 7.2: A sample of wrong response. 

 

Moreover, some of the candidates identified the elements of communication such 

as sender or source, message, channel, receiver and feedback. Another candidate 

mentioned skimming, scanning, intensive reading and extensive reading; which 

are all the components of reading skills contrary to the demands of the question. 

2.1.8 Question 8: Oral Presentation  

In this question, the candidates were required to mention four forms of oral 

presentation which are normally used in the classroom situation. 
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 The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%), out of them, 896 

candidates (27.6%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks; indicating weak performance, 

373 candidates (11.5%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; indicating an average 

performance, while, 1,973 candidates (60.9%) scored from 3 to 4 marks; 

indicating good performance. The performance for the question was generally 

good since 2,346 candidates (72.4%) scored from 2 to 4 marks. Figure 8 

illustrates the performance of the candidates for this question. 

 
Figure 8: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 8 

The analysis reveals that 896 candidates (27.6%) who scored from 0 to 1.5 marks 

failed to mention four forms of oral presentation. One candidate gave congress as 

a form of oral presentation which can be used in classroom situation. From this 

answer, it can be concluded that most of the candidates who failed to mention 

four forms of oral presentation used in classroom lacked enough skills in 

interpreting the question. Extract 8.1 shows a response from a candidate who 

failed to mention four forms of oral presentation. 

 
Extract 8.1: A sample of wrong response.  
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Some candidates provided irrelevant answers. For instance, one candidate wrote 

that the presence of audience and the speaker as responses. This is contrary to the 

demands of the question. Extract 8.2 shows a sample of wrong response. 

 
Extract 8.2: A sample of wrong response. 

Some candidates performed well in this question. They correctly mentioned four 

forms of oral presentations which are normally used in the classroom situation. 

The four forms of oral presentation included group discussion, oral questions and 

answers, lecture, speech, debate, interview, dialogue, seminar and conversation. 

Extract 8.3 is a sample of a response of this category. 

 
Extract 8.3:. A sample of candidate's good response in question 8. 

 

 

2.1.9 Question 9: Reading Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to explain briefly the specified 

types of questions with examples which are Open-ended questions and Close -

ended questions.  

The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%), of which, 1,564 

candidates (48.2%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks; indicating poor performance. In 

addition, 497 candidates (15.4%) scored from 2 to 2.5 marks; indicating an 

average performance. Moreover, 1,181 candidates (36.4%) scored from 3 to 4 

marks; indicating good performance. The general performance of the candidates 

for this question was average as 1,678 candidates (51.8%) scored from 2 to 4 

marks. Figure 9 illustrates the candidates' performance for the question. 
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Figure 9: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 9 

The analysis indicates that the candidates with weak performances did not 

understand the demand of the question. For example, one candidate defined 

open- ended question as question which is normally arranged in good structure 

from simple to complex and closed-ended question which is selected randomly in 

different area of the content the question. Extract 9.1 is a sample of the 

candidates' weak responses.  

 Extract 9.1: A sample of an incorrect response. 
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However, 1,181 candidates (36.4%) scored from 3 to 4 marks; indicating a good 

performance. These candidates successfully explained the specified types of 

questions. For instance, they explained open ended- questions are those which 

call for free responses thus someone can add more details during the interaction 

and discussion. By contrast, closed –ended questions are questions whose 

responses are limited to specified focus. For example, questions which require 

Yes or No answers. 

 Ext

ract 9.2:. A sample of candidate's good response in question 9. 
 

 

2.1.10 Question 10: Structure 

In this question, the candidates were required to state four uses of the definite 

article ‘the’ giving one example for each use. The question tested the candidates’ 

ability to state and give examples on the uses of the definite article ‘the’ such as 

making reference to unique things in nature such as the sun, the sea, the sky, the 

moon. Secondly, the definite article the is used to talk about persons or things 

mentioned for the second time for example, last week I met with a girl. The girl 

asked me who I am. Thirdly, the definite article ‘the’ is used to introduce names 
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of well-known books. For example: The Quran, The Bible. Fourthly, the definite 

article ‘the’ is used with superlatives forms of adjectives. For example, the 

smallest, the largest, the most beautiful and so on among many others  

The question was attempted by 3,242 candidates (100%), among them, 727 

(22.4%) scored from 0 to 1.5 marks; indicating weak performance. In addition, 

637 candidates (19.7%) indicating average performance while 1,876 candidates 

(57.9%) scored from 3 to 4 marks, indicating good performance. The overall 

performance of the candidates in this question was good as 2,513 candidates 

(77.6%) scored from 2 to 4 marks. Figure 10 illustrates. 

 

Figure 10: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 10 

The analysis shows that 727 candidates (22.4%) scored 0-1.5 marks; which 

signaled weak performance. These candidates were unable to state the uses of the 

definite article ‘the’ correctly. One candidate gave the following responses the 

definite article that is “used before organization”; the candidate omitted the key 

word in the answer making it meaningless to qualify as one of the uses the 

definite article ‘the’. Others go beyond by linking between the uses of article 

‘the’ and those of identifying head words in the dictionary. Extract 10 illustrate a 

sample response. 
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Extract 10.1: A sample of an incorrect response. 

The analysis of the candidates' performance indicates that some candidates 

provided correct answers by stating and giving examples on the uses of the 

definite article ‘the’. Extract 10.2 illustrates.  

 
Extract 10.2: A sample of candidate's good response in question 10. 

 
. 

2.2 SECTION B: OPTIONAL SUBJECTIVE QUESTIONS 

In this section, the candidates were required to answer four questions out of six 

questions. Each question carried 15 marks, making a total of sixty marks. 
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2.2.1 Question 11:Writing  

The question tested the candidates’ ability to analyse six guidelines to be used for 

writing minutes of the meeting.  

The question was attempted by 1,619 candidates (49, 9%); among those, 35 

candidates (2.2%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks; indicating good performance. 

Analysis also shows that 1,318 candidates (81.4%) scored from 6 to 10 marks; 

indicating average performance. Furthermore, 266 candidates (16.4%) scored 

from 0 to 5.5 marks; indicating weak performance. The general performance for 

this question was average since 1,318 candidates (81.4%) scored from 10.5 to 15 

marks. Figure 11 presents the performance in summary. 

 
Figure 11: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 11 

It was observed that the candidates who performed well for this question 

correctly analysed the guidelines used in minutes writing and cited relevant 

examples for each guideline provided. Extract 11.1 presents a sample of good 

response. 
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Extract 11.1 A sample of candidate's good response in question 11. 

 

:. 

Further analysis shows that 266 candidates (22.4%) who scored from 0 to 5.5 

marks failed to analyse six guidelines used in writing the minutes of a meeting 

correctly. Some of the candidates went contrary to the demand of the question as 

they provided wrong answers. Some candidates provided responses that were 

partially correct while others were completely wrong. Extract 11.2 provides wrong 

answer. 
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Extract 11.2: A sample of wrong response. 

2.2.2 Question 12: Communication Theory  

In this question, candidates were required in six points, to explain the process of 

communication focusing on effective communication. 

The question was attempted by 1,663 candidates (51.3%). Among them, 168 

candidates (10.1%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks; indicating good performance 

and 1,085 candidates (65.2%) scored from 6 to 10 marks; indicating average 

performance; Moreover, 410 candidates (24.7%) scored from 0 to 5.5 marks; 

indicating weak performance. Generally, the performance of the candidates in the 

question was average bearing in mind that 1,085 candidates (65.2%) scored from 

6 to 10 marks. Figure 12 illustrates the candidates' performance for this question. 
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Figure 12: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 12 

The analysis of the candidates' performance indicates that 410 candidates 

(24.7%) could not explain correctly the process of communication focusing on 

effective communication due to lack of skills in applying the knowledge they 

have in – line with the demands of the question. The poor response from the 

candidates’ responses in this situation shows that the candidate cited points such 

as use of simple language, organization of speech, negative understanding as 

points of effective communication instead of expounding the communication 

model. Extract 12.1 is a sample of such a weak response. 
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Extract 12.1: A sample of an incorrect response. 

Further, 168 candidates (10.1%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks; which is a good 

performance. Such candidates clearly explained the process of communication 

focusing on effective communication. Extract 12.2 provides a sample of a good 

response. 
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Extract 12.2: A sample of candidate's good response in question 12. 
 

.  

2.2.3 Question 13: Oral Presentation 

The question tested the candidates’ ability to explain six activities an oral 

presenter is obliged to perform before the presentation. The required responses 

were; (1) choosing an appropriate topic, (2) thinking about the audiences 
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knowledge about the subject matter, (3) size of the audience, (4) having a definite 

purpose, (5) gathering materials for your speech and (6) arranging your material 

by preparing an outline. 

The question was attempted by 2,215 candidates (68.3%). Out of that number, 

264 candidates (11.9%) scored from 0 to 5.5 marks; indicating weak 

performance. In addition, 1,671 (75.5 %) scored from 6 to 10 marks; indicating 

an average performance. Moreover, 280 candidates (12.6%) scored from 10.5 to 

15 marks; indicating good performance. The overall performance of the 

candidates for the question was average as 1,671 candidates (75.5%) scored from 

6 to 10 marks. Figure 13 illustrates the candidates' performance for the question. 

 

Figure 13: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 13 

The analysis also shows that 264 candidates (11.9%) did not explain correctly six 

activities of an oral presenter to be performed before the presentation. These 

candidates gave explanations that do not relate to the question. For instance, the 

candidate wrote types of communication where he/she failed to match skills with 

the demand of the question. Extract 13.1 shows sample response. 
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Extract 13.1: A sample of wrong response. 

Moreover, the analysis of the responses indicates that some of the candidates 

correctly explained the strategies to be followed in making an oral presentation 

and also they gave relevant examples.  
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2.2.4 Question 14: Reading 

The question tested the candidates’ ability to justify the argument that, intensive 

reading is done in order to serve particular purpose using six points. 

The analysis of the students' performance shows that 1,526 candidates (52.9%) 

attempted the question. Among them 65 candidates (4.3%) scored from 0 to 5.5 

marks; indicating weak performance and 975 candidates (63.5%) scored from 6 

to 10 marks; indicating an average performance. Moreover, 486 candidates 

(31.8%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks; indicating good performance. The overall 

performance in the question was average since 1,461 candidates (95.7 %) scored 

from 6 to 15 marks. Figure 14 illustrates the candidates' performance for this 

question.  

 

Figure 14: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 14 

The analysis shows that the candidates explained the purpose of intensive reading 

such as .understanding text in details, noting new vocabulary and expressions and 

the alike. A response from one of the candidates is shown by Extract 14.1 which 

follows. 
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Extract 14.1: A sample of candidate's  good response in question 14 

Moreover, 65 candidates (4.3%) who scored from 0 to 5.5 marks failed to explain 

the purpose of intensive reading. Most of the candidates in this category did not 

meet the demand of the question as they give irrelevant answers For example; 

one of the candidates explained the importance of extensive reading contrary to 
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the demand of the question. One response of the candidate in this category reads 

that “save time”. Extract 14.2 provides a sample response. 

 

Extract 14.2: A sample of wrong response.  
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2.2.5 Question 15: Reference Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to explain six uses of a dictionary.  

The question was attempted by 3,100 candidates (95.6%).Out of that number, 

153 candidates (4.9%) scored from 0 to 5.5 marks; indicating weak performance. 

In addition, 2,410 candidates (77.8%) scored from 6 to 10.5 marks; indicating an 

average performance. Furthermore, 537 candidates (17.3%) scored from 10.5 to 

15 marks; indicating a good performance. The general performance for this 

question was average as 2,410 candidates (77.8%) scored from 6 to 10 marks. 

Figure 15 illustrates the candidates' performance for this question. 
 

 
Figure 15: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 15 

The analysis indicates that 153 candidates (4.9%) scored from 0 to 5.5 marks; 

indicating weak performance in the question.  

However, a few candidates (5.8%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks because they 

had good knowledge on the categories of questions asked. They identified 

dictionary use to include checking for correct spellings, word class, 

pronunciation, synonyms and antonyms and so on. Extract 15.1 shows a sample 

of such a good response. 
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 Extract 15.2:. A sample of candidate's  good response in question 15 
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2.2.6 Question 16: Writing Skills 

In this question, the candidates were required to describe six aspects on the 

importance of note making to a learner.  

The question was attempted by 2,833 candidates (87.4%).Out of them, 650 

candidates (22.9%) scored from 0 to 5.5 marks; indicating weak performance. In 

addition 2,020 candidates (71.3%) scored from 6 to 10 marks; indicating average 

performance, and 163 candidates (5.8%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks; 

indicating good performance. The general performance for this question was 

average as 2,020 candidates (71.3%) scored from 6 to 10 marks). Figure 16 

illustrates the candidates' performance for this question. 

 
Figure 16: Trend of the Candidates' Performance in Question 16 

The analysis shows that some of the candidates performed poorly because they 

did not understand the requirements of the question. This was revealed by the 

answers they provided. One candidate could not write an essay as it was required. 

Extract 16.1 illustrates. 
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 Extract 16.1: A sample of an incorrect response. 

However, 163 candidates (5.8%) scored from 10.5 to 15 marks for this question. 

These candidates described the importance of note making to a learner correctly. 

Among best answers that they gave as the importance of note making included 

saving time during revision, making notes as an aid to understanding a subject 

and the like .Extract 16.2 is a sample of such a good response. 
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Extract 16.2 shows a response from a candidate who satisfactorily described importance of note 

taking to a leaner  

 

3.0 PERFOMANCE OF CANDIDATES PER TOPIC 

The Candidates' Item Response Analysis in the Communication Skills subject for 

2019 DSEE shows that some of the candidates had enough knowledge of 

Reference skills based on the fact that they got 80%. 

The performance in some topics was satisfactory due to sufficient knowledge of 

the topics and understanding of the requirements of questions. The topics tested 

were: Writing (71%), Reading (78%) and Communication Theory (86%), Oral 

presentation (80%), Reference skills (95%) and Structure (71%).This is 

illustrated in Appendix A. 

4.0 CONCLUSION  

Statistical data analysis for each question shows that the candidates’ overall 

performance in Communication Skills for Diploma in Secondary Education 

Examination (DSEE) in 2019 was average. This may have been attributed to the 

candidates' limited ability to understand the demand of the questions, lack of 

knowledge on the subject matter, lack of proficiency in English Language and 

writing skills. 
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to improve the performance of the candidates in future Communication 

Skills examinations, the followings are recommended: - 

(a) Student teachers should practice to look for meaning, spelling and 

pronunciation of words from dictionaries and encyclopedias. 

(b) For the topic of communication theory, the student teachers should make 

use of library/internet reading to identify barriers and strategies for 

effective communication. 

(c) For the topic of Reading, student teachers should use newspapers articles 

and other written texts. 

(d) In Writing Skills, the student teachers should practice note making and 

note taking from a variety of texts and oral presentations.(lectures). 
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Appendix A 

Figure 17: The Summary of the Candidates' Performance by Topic 

ANALYSIS OF CANDIDATES’ PERFORMANCE PER TOPIC 

S/N Topic Question 

Number 

The 

percentages 

of 

candidates 

who scored 

40% or 

above 

% Average 

performance 

Remarks 

1 Reference 

Skills 

15 95 95 Good 

2 Communication 

Theory 

6 97 86 Good 

12 75 

3 Oral 

Presentation 

8 72 80 Good 

13 88 

4 Reading 2 69 78 Good 

5 74 

7 98 

14 96 

5 Structure 10 78 78 Good 

6 Writing 1 48 71 Good 

 

 




